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Part I
ASACUSA Progress during 2002
1 Spectroscopy of Antiprotonic Helium
1.1 High-precision laser spectroscopy of isolated pHe+, and a new
limit on the antiproton charge and mass





a fractional precision of 8 × 10−8 in the best case, using laser spectroscopy. By comparing
these results with QED calculations and the antiproton cyclotron frequency measured by the
TRAP collaboration, we set a new limit of ∼ 1 × 10−8 (preliminary value) on the possible
differences between the antiproton and proton charges and masses. These higher-precision
experiments were made possible by new experimental techniques involving a radiofrequency













Figure 1: Experimental layout. Drawing not to scale.
Now the precision of past experiments [1] made by the ASACUSA collaboration were lim-
ited by the high density of the cryogenic helium targets (ρ ∼ 1021–1022 cm−3, corresponding
to 20–200 Bars at room temperature) used to stop the high-energy (T = 5.3 MeV) antipro-
ton beam of AD. The pHe+ atoms consequently made many collisions with the surrounding
helium atoms, which caused large shifts [2] in the transition frequencies (|∆ν| = 0.5–5.0
GHz) corresponding to fractional changes between 10−6 and 10−5. The frequencies νρ=0 for
an isolated atom in vacuum had to be inferred by repeating the measurements at higher
densities and assuming a linear extrapolation to ρ = 0. Some of these experimental values
diverged significantly from theory; for example, the transition with the largest density shift
1
((n, `) = (39, 35)→(38, 34) at a wavelength of λ = 597.3 nm) disagreed with theoretical











































atoms. Wavelengths of studied transi-
tions are indicated in nanometers.
In the experiment made in 2002, the RFQD decelerated the 5.3-MeV antiproton beam
of AD to energies T < 100 keV, so that the pHe+ atoms could be produced in targets with
densities ρ ∼ 1016 cm−3, which is 104–106 times lower than the previously used densities [1].
The collisional shifts (Γ < 1−10 MHz) thus became negligible compared to the natural widths
of the transitions, and the in-vacuo frequencies were directly observed without extrapolation.
An achromatic spectrometer was used to divert only the decelerated antiprotons, and focused
them into a 5-mm-diam spot at the entrance of the experimental target; we thus avoided the
large background that the undecelerated antiprotons would have otherwise produced. The
spectrometer consisted of two dipole magnets which bent the beam twice in the horizontal
plane at an angle θ = 20◦, three 1-T solenoids which focused the beam, and three quadrupole
magnets which transferred the focal point of the beam at the exit of the RFQD to the position
of the experimental target. The spatial profile of each antiproton pulse was measured non-
destructively by four micro-wire secondary electron emission detectors positioned along the
beam line.
The target was a 15-cm-diam, 30-cm-long cylindrical chamber filled with 4He or 3He gas,
at pressures of P = 0.05–2 mb and temperatures of T = 12–30 K. The antiprotons entered
the target through a 0.8-µm-thick polyethylene foil. The antiprotons diffused and filled the
entire volume of the chamber, and formed pHe+ atoms. The atoms were irradiated by a
laser beam with a diameter d = 3–5 cm entering the chamber through a fused silica window.
2
Charged pions emerging from the annihilations produced Cherenkov light in two 2-cm-thick
Lucite plates. By detecting this light envelope using a photomultiplier and recording its
waveform with an oscilloscope, the delayed annihilation time spectra (the distribution of the
number of antiproton annihilations, as a function of time elapsed since atomic formation)
was observed. Annihilation spikes could be induced on the spectrum, at any time t = 0.3–15
µs after formation (Fig. 3 (a)).
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Figure 3: Delayed annihilation time spectrum measured at ultra-low densities (a). Laser-
induced annihilation spike of the p4He
+
transition (32, 31)→(31, 30) (b). Frequency profiles
of the p3He
+
transitions (36, 34)→(37, 33) in p3He+ (c) and (34, 33)→(35, 32) in (d), see text.
In Fig. 3 (c), the resonance profile of the p3He
+
transition (36, 34)→(37, 33) at 723.9
nm is shown. The two-peak structure is the hyperfine splitting [3, 4] arising from the in-
teraction between the orbital angular momentum of the antiproton and the electronic spin.
The measured spacing ∆HFS = 1.8 ± 0.1 GHz between the peaks agreed with theoretical
calculations [3]. In Fig. 3 (d), the profile of the transition (34, 33)→(35, 32) at 525.5 nm is
shown, with a hyperfine splitting of ∆HFS = 1.5± 0.1 GHz, which also agrees with theory.
The zero-density transition frequencies νexp were thus directly measured. Experimental
precisions between 7 × 10−8 and 2 × 10−7 were obtained, the highest being for the 372.6-
nm transition. In Fig. 4, the frequencies are compared with the results νth of theoretical
calculations [3, 5, 6], which include higher-order QED and finite nuclear-size effects. These
claim an accuracy of < 1×10−7 limited by uncertainties in the three-body wave functions of
states with large (Γ > 10 MHz) Auger widths; by using complex coordinate rotation methods,
the precision has been improved compared to previous values. In past experiments [1], a
theory-experiment difference of |(νth − νexp)/νexp| ∼ (5 − 7) × 10−7 was observed in the
transition (39, 35)→(38, 34) at 597.3 nm; in the current experiment, this has been improved
3
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Figure 4: Comparisons between experimental (filled circles with errors) and theoretical
(squares [6] and triangles [3]) transition frequencies, νexp and νth.
By comparing the experimental and theoretical frequencies, a limit δ was set on the
possible difference between the antiprotonic charge (Qp) and mass (Mp), and the values for
the proton (Qp, Mp). Following the method described in Refs. [1,7,8], we used the transition
frequencies (which have a scale of the antiprotonic Rydberg constant Rp ∝ MpQ2p), and
the cyclotron frequency (ωp ∝ QpB/Mp) measured in Penning traps [9]. We found that the
antiprotonic charge and mass are in agreement with the proton’s to a precision of ∼ 1×10−8.
-5
















Limits on the antiproton charge and mass
       derived from antiprotonic helium
First measurement using LEAR
First measurement using AD
Higher statistics, better lasers
   and wavelength calibration
Use of RFQD
Figure 5: Relative precision on the possible differences between the antiproton mass and
charge measured over the years. The results were derived by combining the results of laser
spectroscopy experiments on pHe+ atoms, with those of Penning trap experiments by the
TRAP collaboration.
In Fig. 5, the relative precisions on the possible differences between the antiproton mass
and charge measured over the years are shown. These values were derived by combining
the results of laser spectroscopy experiments on pHe+ atoms with those of Penning trap
experiments by the TRAP collaboration. Further improvement of the experimental precision
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requires developing higher-stability antiproton beams, new laser spectroscopic techniques,
and completely upgrading the instrumentation.
1.2 Long-lived pHe2+ ions
All our past experiments dealt with the three-body pHe+ atom; in 2002, however, we
observed indications of long-lived antiprotonic helium ions (p4He
2+≡α + p) populating two
ionic states (n, `) = (31, 30) and (32, 31) for the first time.
These ions produced in states with large principal (n ∼ 30) and angular momentum (` ∼
n) quantum numbers are theoretically expected to have microsecond-scale lifetimes, provided
they are isolated in a collision-free environment. When produced in high-density targets with
atomic number densities greater than ρ ∼ 1020 cm−3, however, they are destroyed within
picoseconds by collisional Stark effects. It was thus impossible to observe long-lived ions in
past experiments carried out by ASACUSA using the 5.3-MeV antiproton beam of AD.
In 2002, we produced cold pHe2+ ions in ultra-low density targets ρ < 1016 cm−3 by
the following method: first, p4He
+
atoms were formed by decelerating antiprotons using the
RFQD to energies T < 100 keV and stopping them in an ultra-low density gas target. The
atom cooled to a temperature T = 10 K by colliding with the surrounding helium atoms. A
pulsed laser beam with a wavelength λ = 470.7 nm was used to induce atomic transitions
from the metastable p4He
+
state (37, 34) to the state (36, 33) having a theoretical Auger
lifetime of several nanoseconds. This resulted in the atomic electron being quickly ejected,







































Figure 6: Laser spike of p4He
+
transition (37, 34)→(36, 33) measured at high (a) and ultra-
low (b) densities. Decay rate of this spike (filled circles), and that of the p4He
+
transition
(39, 35)→(38, 34) (triangles) at various densities.
In Fig. 6 (a), the annihilation spike observed at a target density ρ = 5 × 1021 cm−3 is
shown. The spike decayed with a lifetime τ ∼ 6 ns. When the same transition was measured
at a density ρ = 1×1017 cm−3, however, the lifetime increased to τs ∼ 30 ns (Fig. 6 (b)). We
also examined the annihilation spike corresponding to the p4He
+
transition (39, 35)→(38, 34)
at a wavelength of λ = 597.3 nm, and observed a similar effect.
As shown in Fig. 6 (c), the decay rates 1/τs for the two transitions increased as a linear
function of density in the region ρ < 1018 cm−3. At larger densities, however, the decay rates
5
saturated and remained constant, even at densities up to ρ > 1021 cm−3.
These results are consistent with the following theoretical explanation: at high densities,
the decay rates of the spikes are presumably dominated by the Auger lifetime of the p4He
+
resonant daughter states. At lower densities, however, the lifetimes of the p4He
2+
ions
increases, such that a prolonging of the decay rates in the annihilation spikes are observed.
More experimental and theoretical studies in 2003 are necessary before we can conclude
whether the above explanations are correct.
In this experiment, the collisional lifetime of a two-body exotic atom populating a spe-
cific state (n, `) was measured for the first time. These values can be compared with the
results of theoretical cascade calculations [10–13], which have been widely used over the last
40 years as a tool to analyze data obtained from experiments such as muon catalyzed fusion,
X-ray spectroscopy, and hypernuclei production. These calculations include various effects
such as radiative deexcitation, external Auger transitions, Stark transitions, Coulomb deex-
citaion, and nuclear absorption during collisions. None of these effects, however, have been
experimentally studied for high-n states in two-body exotic atoms before, and so the present
experiment provides an important way of verifying the calculations. The experiment, more-
over, deals with cold pHe2+ ions which collide with other helium atoms with low energies
(∼ 1 meV); the corresponding de Broglie wavelengths are so large that quantum tunneling
effects may become significant.
1.3 Attempts at two-photon laser spectroscopy
In 2002, we made the first systematic attempts of two-photon laser spectroscopy of
pHe+. All past measurements involved single-photon transitions, the experimental preci-
sion of which is limited by the Doppler broadening of the resonance lines arising from the
thermal motions of the atoms. In order to improve the precision, two-photon laser spectro-
scopic methods may be used to diminish Doppler broadening effects. The measurement is
difficult, however, because laser energies three to four orders of magnitude higher than those
used in past experiments are required.
The setup of the feasibility experiment made in 2002 is shown in Fig. 7. The target
consisted of a 30-mm-diam, 200-mm-long cylinder filled with helium gas at a pressure P = 10
Bars and temperature T = 300 K. We chose the room temperature condition in order to
demonstrate the Doppler-cancellation feature of this method. Antiprotons with energies
T = 5.3 MeV entered the target through a metallic window, and stopped within a volume
of helium gas about d = 8 mm across. The pHe+ atoms were irradiated by two collinear
ultraviolet laser beams entering through two fused silica windows. The laser beams had
diameters of d = 2–3 mm, and extremely high energy densities (P = 20–50 mJ/pulse) which
was necessary to induce the two-photon transition. The wavelengths were tuned to values of
λ = 417 and 372 nm corresponding to the two-photon transition (n, `) = (36, 34)→(34, 32).
The transition was observed as shown in Fig. 8. In this experiment, the measured preci-
sion on the transition frequency 10−6 was in fact worse than in single-photon measurements
made with the RFQD beam 10−7. This was not surprising, since for these feasibility studies
we used 1) a room temperature target (which resulted in increased collisional broadening),






Figure 7: Setup of the experiment to
study the feasibility of making two-photon
laser spectroscopy of pHe+.



















Figure 8: Profile of the two-photon res-
onance line (n, `) = (36, 34)→(34, 32).
High-precision determination of the tran-
sition frequency was impossible, due
to poor signal-to-ratio and the broad
linewidth.
In order to improve the experiment and observe narrow two-photon resonance lines, i)
an antiproton beam with higher stability and smaller spot-size will be necessary in order
to produce pHe+ atoms in a smaller volume of the target (so as to reduce the laser-power
requirement), ii) new laser systems with higher stabilities over longer periods of time, and
narrow bandwidths are required, and iv) new experimental targets must be developed in
which the pHe+ atoms can be irradiated by laser beams in a multi-pass configuration (this
also reduces the laser power requirement). Such an improved experiment is currently being
planned as a future long-term extension of the ASACUSA project.
1.4 Studies of the primary populations of pHe+ atoms
In 2002, we continued systematic measurements on the primary populations of pHe+
atoms [14], and determined the principal (n) and angular momentum (`) quantum numbers
of the atom’s primordial (i.e., initially occupied) states. The primary populations in the
states (33, 32), (34, 33), and (35, 33) in p3He were studied by irradiating the atom with laser
pulses at various times between t = 0.3 and 16 µs, and measuring the intensity of the
resonance spike at each timing. In this way, the population evolution P(n,`)(t) in each state
was derived. The new results, when combined with data measured last year, showed that
nearly all the p3He
+
atoms are created in states having n-values around n ∼ 37, confirming
the conjecture [15] that the initial formation of exotic atoms occur around n ∼ √M∗/me
(where M∗ is the reduced mass of the captured particle).
1.5 Auger decay rates
The metastability of p¯He+ is known to arise from the suppression of fast Auger decay
in high angular momentum states. The Auger rate γA has a drastic dependence on the
lowest possible transition multipolarity L, which is equal to the minimum angular momentum
carried away by the Auger electron. Typically
γA ∼ 1017−3L s−1 for L = 2, 3, 4. (1)
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As the radiative rates (γr) are about 10
5–106 s−1, states with L ≤ 3 are Auger-dominated
(so-called “short-lived”) states.
By 2001, we had studied decay rates of nine p¯4He+ states [16, 17]. Most of the states
have decay rates consistent with the above approximate Eq. (1), however, we found two
exceptions. One was the (37, 33) state, which was can possibly be affected by [18] an
electron-excited configuration (32, 31)p¯ ⊗ (3d)e having a close level energy. Another was the
(32, 31) state. Our low-density measurement with RFQD revealed that the decay rate of
this state was greatly enhanced by collisions. We refer to these decay rate discrepancies
‘anomalies’ below [17].
In 2001 and 2002, we studied decay rates of ten more states of p¯He+, including seven
states of p¯3He+. The deduction of decay rates required different methods according to the















































(39,35)    (38,34)
(37,34)    (38,33)
597 nm
714 nm
Figure 10: Prolonged laser resonance
spike (lower) and not prolonged one (up-
per).
• Decay rates faster than 6 ns−1 ...wide resonances
In this case, the resonances have much broader natural widths than the laser linewidth
(3–5 GHz). Fig. 9 shows four (n, l)→ (n− 1, l − 1) type (unfavored) wide resonances
newly measured. The natural width ∆ν were obtained by fitting the resonance curves
with Voigt functions, then converted to the decay rate γ by
γ = 2pi∆ν. (2)
• Decay rates slower than 0.1–0.2 ns−1 ... long tail spikes
If the decay rates are slow enough, the laser resonance spikes appearing in the time
spectra are prolonged (see Fig. 10), as the annihilations of the antiprotons delay. We
can obtain the decay rates by fitting the “tails” of the spikes with exponential functions.
• Intermediate cases
For the states that do not show either wide resonances or prolongation of the spikes,









































Korobov and Shimamura  
























Figure 11: Experiment-theory comparison of the decay rate in logarithmic scale. The states
marked with stars (*) were measured in the past experiments [16, 17]. The bold vertical
dotted lines show the typical Auger rates.
Fig. 11 shows the results of our decay rate measurements of all the nineteen (including
published nine) states. Theoretical values by Korobov and Shimamura [19] and Kartavtsev
[18] are also plotted.
Among the latest ten results, two anomalous candidates have been found. They were
the (35, 32) and (34, 31) states, which have much faster decay rates than the typical values
expected by Eq. (1), and their theoretical Auger rates are also as fast as the experimental
rates. These situations resemble the case of the (37, 33) state, the rate of which is assumed
to be increased by state mixing with an electron-excited configuration having a close energy.
The configurations (31, 30)p¯⊗ (3d)e for the (35, 32) state of p¯4He+, and (30, 29)p¯⊗ (3d)e for
the (34, 31) state of p¯3He+ can have the same reason for their anomalies. For the latter case,
the possibility of influence by a short-lived state was already mentioned by Kartavtsev [18].
It is also noteworthy that the decay rate of the (36,32) state of p¯3He+. Although one
theory predicted a large anomaly, the decay rate was found not to be far from the typical
value. It should be interesting to understand why difficulties were encountered in calculating
this decay rate, and how to avoid them.
1.6 Quantum tunneling effects revealed in collisions with hydro-
genic molecules
The lifetime of metastable states of antiprotonic helium atoms decreases when various
impurity molecules (hydrogen, deuterium, oxygen, neon etc.) are mixed into the helium
gas [20–23]. This quenching phenomenon is particularly interesting in the case of hydrogen
and deuterium because the quenching cross section in collisions with these molecules strongly
9
depends on the quantum numbers n and l of the metastable states [24–27]. According to the
theoretical calculations of Sauge and Valiron, an (n, l)-dependent activation barrier exists
for this kind of reaction which could explain the observed quenching behaviour [28]. Their
model also predicts that using a classical approach, the quenching cross section σq should
increase with increasing temperature following the Arrhenius law:
σq = σ0 exp(−Eb/kT ), (3)
where σ0 is the cross section at infinitely high temperatures (this we expect to be close to
the geometrical cross section), Eb is the height of the activation barrier, k is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the temperature. However, all previous measurements of quenching by
hydrogen and deuterium molecules were done at 30 K, therefore, in order to test the above
temperature dependence we made measurements at higher temperatures during our 2002
beamtime.
The quenching cross section of a metastable antiprotonic state can be obtained by measur-
ing the decay rate of the state at different impurity concentrations using laser spectroscopy.
Assuming that the antiprotonic helium atoms are quenched in binary collisions with the
impurity molecules, the decay rate γ of the state then can be expressed as
γ = γ0 + nimp vth σq, (4)
where γ0 is the ‘intrinsic’ decay rate of the state in pure helium, nimp is the number density
of the impurity molecules, vth =
√
8kT/(piMred) is the relative velocity of the colliding
molecules [29] (where k denotes the Boltzmann constant, T the target gas temperature, and
Mred the reduced mass of the colliding system), and σq is the collisional quenching cross
section.
The decay rate of a metastable state can be measured using two methods. If the state can
be the parent of an ordinary metastable-to-shortlived laser-induced transition, we measure
the area of the laser-induced peak in the antiproton annihilation time spectrum (normalized
to the total background) at different laser firing times as seen in Fig. 12. Since the area of
the peak is proportional to the population of the parent state at the time of the laser firing,
this way we obtain the population lifetime τp of the parent state. If feeding to this state
from upper states is negligible, then the inverse of this lifetime is equal to the decay rate of
the state: γ = 1/τp. This is the ‘t1-scan’ method [30].
If the state is not accessible with an ordinary laser-induced transition, the HAIR (hydrogen-
assisted inverse resonance) or DAIR (deuterium-assisted inverse resonance) methods can be
used [27,31]. The principle of these methods is that higher-lying (larger-n) metastable states
are quenched more strongly in collisions with hydrogen or deuterium molecules than lower-
lying ones, therefore if we add a suitably chosen quantity of hydrogen or deuterium to the
helium gas, this can turn a normally long-lived state into a short-lived one, while retaining
the longevity of an adjacent lower-lying state. It is then possible to induce a laser tran-
sition from the lower-lying state to the upper-lying one (‘inverse resonance’). The inverse
of the lifetime τ of the laser-induced peak is equal to the decay rate of the daughter state:
γ = 1/τ , even if there is feeding from upper states. The lifetime of the peak can be obtained
by fitting a theoretical function [27] to a part of the annihilation spectrum that contains the
peak (see Fig. 13). However the intensity of the laser-induced peak decreases drastically at
10
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Figure 12: ‘T1-scan’ (see text) of the tran-
sition (37, 34)→ (36, 33) measured at 300
K, 8 bar and deuterium concentration of
30 ppm. The solid line shows the fit of an
exponential function with lifetime τp.
s)µ(Annihilation time




















Figure 13: Summed-up antiproton anni-
hilation time spectrum of the transition
(37, 36) → (38, 37) measured at 25 K, 1
bar and deuterium concentration of 10000
ppm. This spectrum was obtained by
adding 15 annihilation time spectra to-
gether. The solid line represents the re-
sult of fitting a function [27] to determine
the lifetime of the laser-induced peak. The
inset shows an enlarged view of the peak
with the fitted background subtracted.
high temperatures, making the HAIR/DAIR method impossible to use above 100K. Even at
lower temperatures, 10-15 AD shots had to be collected and added together to improve the
quality of the peak.
Six 8-hour shifts were used for measuring the quenching cross sections of three metastable
antiprotonic states with hydrogen and deuterium impurity gases at different temperatures.
The measurements at 300 K were done using the two-photon target chamber while the
measurements at lower temperatures were done using our standard cryostat. The number
density nimp of the impurity molecules was varied by either changing the concentration of the
impurity molecules or changing the pressure of the target gas. An example of fitting Eq. (4)
to the obtained data is shown in Fig. 14. Table 1 shows the summary of these measurements.
The results, together with previous measurements at 30 K, clearly show that the quenching
cross sections indeed increase with increasing temperature. Unfortunately, we only had time
to study the temperature dependence of the state (38, 37) with deuterium in detail. If we
plot the logarithm of the quenching cross section σq versus the inverse temperature 1/T , the
Arrhenius law [Eq. (3)] will result in a straight line. Fig. 15 shows the collected data on such
a plot; a deviation from the Arrhenius law is clearly visible. Thus we fitted a function to
the experimental data which is a sum of an exponential and a constant:
σq = σ0 exp(−Eb/kT ) + σt, (5)
where σt is independent of the temperature. This term is most likely related to the quantum
tunneling of the colliding deuterium molecule through the activation barrier, as suggested
by Sauge and Valiron. From the fit, we obtained the following preliminary values: Eb =
11
(0.015 ± 0.002) eV, σ0 = (5.3 ± 2.1) × 10−16 cm2, σt = (0.34 ± 0.01) × 10−16 cm2. For
comparison, the geometrical cross section of the D2–He collision is 21 × 10−16 cm2 [32, 33],
which is significantly larger than the measured σ0. This difference is also predicted by Sauge
and Valiron; according to their calculations, quenching of the metastable states by hydrogen
molecules at low temperatures (∼ 30 K) is predominantly caused by ortho-H2(J=1,mJ=0).
Since molecular hydrogen has four species – one para-H2(J = 0,mJ = 0) and three ortho-
H2(J =1,mJ =±1, 0) – and these are equally populated, the measured σ0 should be 1/4 of
the geometrical cross section; in other words, the steric factor of this reaction is 1/4. On
the other hand, molecular deuterium has nine species: one ortho-D2(J = 0,mJ = 0), three
para-D2(J = 1,mJ =±1, 0) and five ortho-D2(J = 2,mJ =±2,±1, 0) but unfortunately no
theoretical calculations have been made to determine which deuterium species dominate the
quenching mechanism at low temperatures.
)-2 cm-1 s21 v (10×n 
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Figure 14: Decay rate of the state (37, 34)
versus the flux nimp× vth measured at 300
K with deuterium. The top axis shows
the approximate number density of D2
molecules. The solid line represents the






















Figure 15: Quenching cross section of the
the state (38, 37) in collisions with deu-
terium molecules versus the inverse tem-
perature. Note the logarithmic scale of
the vertical axis. The result of fitting
Eq. (5) to the data is also shown.
These measurements, together with the theoretical calculations, can give us a better un-
derstanding of the physico-chemistry of cold interstellar and protostellar clouds where simi-
lar low temperature reactions play a significant role, especially various hydrogen/deuterium
fractionation processes that cause enrichment of deuterium in these environments.
2 Development of an ultra-slow antiproton beam
ASACUSA is preparing an ultra-slow monoenergetic antiproton beam by sequentially
combining the beams from the AD (down to 5.3 MeV), the RFQD (Radio-Frequency Quadrupole
Decelerator; down to 50–100 keV), and confining them in a MRT (multi-ring electrode
trap [34, 35]) installed in a superconducting magnet of 5 T. Here they are cooled and com-
pressed before being extracted, reaccelerated to eV-scale energies and delivered via a beam
transport line to gas or solid targets. The MRT, the superconducting solenoid and eV-beam
transport line are jointly known as “MUSASHI”, or the Monoenergetic Ultra-Slow Antipro-
12
Table 1: Summary of the impurity measurements in 2002. All values are preliminary.
State Impurity gas Temperature Method σq
(n, l) (K) (10−16 cm2)
(37, 34) hydrogen 300 t1-scan 4.27±0.35
(37, 34) hydrogen 100 t1-scan 1.93±0.08
(37, 34) deuterium 300 t1-scan 4.55±0.37
(37, 34) deuterium 100 t1-scan 1.55±0.04
(38, 35) hydrogen 60 HAIR 5.82±0.41
(38, 35) deuterium 60 DAIR 5.32±0.35
(38, 35) deuterium 30 DAIR 4.02±0.16
(38, 37) hydrogen 60 HAIR 0.97±0.06
(38, 37) deuterium 75 DAIR 0.94±0.08
(38, 37) deuterium 60 DAIR 0.61±0.03
(38, 37) deuterium 48 DAIR 0.52±0.02
(38, 37) deuterium 40 DAIR 0.41±0.01
(38, 37) deuterium 30 DAIR 0.36±0.02
(38, 37) deuterium 25 DAIR 0.35±0.01
ton Source for High-precision Investigations. MUSASHI will open a new research field of
collision dynamics to be studied in processes like antiprotonic atom formation and ionization
processes under ‘single collision conditions’.
During 2002, we successfully trapped and stacked of the order of 106 antiprotons in the
trap. Antiprotons were then cooled and radially compressed, and were extracted from the
trap. Approximately 10,000 antiprotons per ‘cycle’ (= typically 1 or 2 AD shots) reached
the end of the beam line at 250 eV.
Since the ‘single collision’ experiments require an order of magnitude more antiprotons,
most of the beam time was spent to improve the extraction efficiency. We have identified pos-
sible sources of the problem, as discussed below. Efforts to improve the extraction efficiency
will continue in 2003.
2.1 Trapping and stacking of millions of antiprotons
For an efficient and stable trapping, an ultra-high vacuum of better than 10−12 Torr at
the trap volume is an essential factor. The temperature of the bore tube in which the trap
electrodes reside therefore had to be stable at 5 K, in order to freeze out any possible residual
gases. We observed a clear shortening of trapping time when the temperature exceeded 10 K.
The total number of trapped antiprotons were estimated from the number of antiproton
annihilations detected by the track detectors (scintillator bars placed along side the trap and
the extraction beam line, as described in the ASACUSA 2001 status report), taking into
account their effective solid angle calculated with GEANT simulations. Since the counting
rate of antiproton annihilation at the time of the extraction was more than that handled by
the DAQ system, the correct number was evaluated by the scalers installed. After careful
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Figure 16: Observed annihilation rate of antiprotons are plotted vertically as a function of
time and position along the trap axis. Numerous annihilations occurred for the first 5 seconds
during the cooling process and a small number during trapping. During the extraction at
150–160 s, the major part of antiprotons annihilated downstream.
AD shot and 50% of them, i.e., 1 million were cooled to less than an electronvolt and stayed
stably in the harmonic potential until the end of our running cycle of 100–200 seconds (see
Fig. 16).
We were able to trap some five million antiprotons by stacking five successive AD shots
without loss. The stacking did not seem to work better for more than 6 shots, for some reason
which we have not understood yet, as trapped antiprotons started to annihilate inside during
the cycle. Theoretically our MRT should be able to accommodate many more antiprotons,
and we hope to improve the conditions so as to be able to stack large numbers of antiprotons
in 2003.
2.2 Cooling of antiprotons and compression of the antiproton cloud
2.2.1 First observation of electron plasma excitation and relaxation by antipro-
ton injection
Diagnosis of electron plasma in the harmonic trap potential is very important for effective
cooling of antiprotons from several keV down to less than an electronvolt. This year, we
successfully measured several plasma excitation modes up to (7,0), which gave information
on the density, shape and temperature of the electron plasma. Fig. 17 shows the resonance
frequency variation of the (1,0), (2,0) and (3,0) modes after antiproton injection, which
manifests the temperature of antiprotons in the trap. It can be used as a sensitive real-time
monitor of the plasma. The observed evolution of the mode frequency is qualitatively in
accordance with our simulation. This is the first successful measurement ever done using
a trap of two different particles with the same charge, which is expected to provide useful



















Figure 17: The two-dimensional display of the spectrum analyzer output shows the response
of electron plasma when 2 million antiprotons were injected. The resonance frequencies are
plotted in the horizontal axis. Time evolution of the three azimuthally symmetric plasma
modes (1,0), (2,0) and (3,0), excited by wide-band noise at 20 mVpp, is shown in vertical
direction downwards.
2.2.2 Cooling and compression
After some 30 seconds the antiprotons were sufficiently cooled by the electrons. The final
temperature of the antiproton cloud was evaluated by measuring antiproton annihilation
while gradually ramping-down one side of the trap potential. The electrons were then kicked
out of the MRT by opening the trap potential for a short enough period for the antiproton
to stay, but long enough for the electron to escape. Rectangular pulses of 550 ns width were
applied to the electrodes to open the trapping potential. Applying this method a few times,
the number of electrons became orders of magnitude smaller, small enough to be neglected,
while keeping all the antiprotons in the potential.
After electron kick-out, we applied an RF field to one of the trap electrodes segmented
azimuthally in 4 parts for radial compression of the antiproton cloud, which is essential for
efficient extraction of cooled beams out of the strong magnetic field. According to simula-
tions, the cloud radius has to be smaller than 1 mm in the magnet because otherwise the
beam would expand to more than 2 cm at the exit of the magnet and cannot be transported.
We tried two types of compression: a) sideband cooling and b) plasma rotation. Sideband
cooling is a technique to cool the otherwize semi-unstable magnetron motion by coupling it
to the axial motion of the cloud via an RF field with the sum frequency of the two motions.
In our trap of 50 V depth, the sum frequency for antiproton was around νs ∼ 250 kHz.
We spent a significant part of our beam time on measurements with different sideband
frequencies, fixed or swept, or with wide-band RF, at various strengths of the fields. We
observed that the RF field was effective in preserving the size of the cloud for a typical period
of 100 seconds of its application; without the field the cloud seemed to expand gradually. We
also observed some enhancement in the number of extracted antiprotons around 240 kHz,
but the resonance was broader than 10 kHz in contrast to 2 kHz for tests with protons or H+3
ions and the effect was not so prominent. This may be due to the fact that the antiprotons
initially had a large diameter of 1 cm FWHM when captured, because of a large emittance
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and longitudinal momentum bite of the incident beam from the AD and the RFQD (see
section 2.4.1.
Another compression method, the plasma rotation is a technique to spin up the rigid rota-
tion of the antiproton plasma by an azimuthally rotating RF field applied to the segmented
electrode. This method requires the density of the cloud to be large enough so that the
cloud acts as a plasma. We therefore tested compression of two-component plasma, i.e. the
106-antiproton cloud with 108 electrons trapped simultaneously. This, however, resulted in
decrease of the number of antiprotons on the center of axis, probably because the antiprotons
were pushed away while the electrons were compressed radially. Therefore antiprotons must
be compressed after electron kick-out. Our various attempts at different frequencies and
voltages did not work out even when the number of antiprotons was increased by stacking.
2.3 Extraction of 250 eV antiprotons
Our extraction beamline was designed for transport of ultra-slow antiprotons extracted
from the MRT at variable energies between 10 and 1500 eV [36]. We chose the beam energy
of 250 eV for optimum transport. The beam was sharply focused 3 times by two Einzel lenses
and one asymmetric lens, where variable apertures were installed for differential pumping of
6 orders of magnitude in vacuum pressure. Two types of beam profile monitors have been
developed for diagnostic purpose in the beamline: we used two sets of an MCP (multichannel
plate) combined with a delay-line position sensitive detector (MCP-PSD), and a multiwire
detector for non-destructive measurement of the beam.
The MCP-PSD was sensitive enough to allow single counting of each antiproton, giv-
ing two-dimensional images of ultra-slow antiproton beams. To make sure that the image
corresponded to real antiprotons and to remove possible signals from other particles like elec-
trons and H− ions and from decay of radioactive nuclei created by antiproton irradiation, we
prepared two scintillation counters around the MCP detector for coincidence measurement.
Only signals from antiproton annihilation can trigger both detectors at the same time, so
that a pure image of antiproton beams can be available.
We detected 10,000 antiprotons per cycle at 250 eV by the MCP-PSD downstream, ex-
tracted as a continuous monoenergetic beam for a prolonged period of 5 seconds by successful
application of exponential ramping of the trapping potential. Fig. 18 shows a 2-dimensional
plot of the spatial distribution of the beam detected by the MCP-PSD after the first focus
point.
2.4 Efforts to improve the extraction efficiency from the trap
Although 250-eV antiprotons were successfully extracted from the trap, the extraction
efficiency was quite low. A large fraction of antiprotons hit the extractors at the exit of
the field and only a small fraction was extracted. This is probably due to the insufficient
compression of the antiproton cloud in the trap, which in turn is due to the large radial
distribution of the incident antiproton beam (injected into the trap from the RFQD).
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Figure 18: A two-dimensional image of the ultra-slow antiproton beam extracted at 250 eV,
detected by an MCP-PSD placed after the first focusing point with an aperture with 1-cm
diameter opening. The circle represents the size of the effective area of the MCP which was
2 cm in diameter. The total count of antiproton was 10,000 per cycle.
2.4.1 Diagnosis of beam transport into the trap
In order to actually measure the beam spot size at the entrance of the trap, we developed
and installed two sets of special thin-foil beam profile monitor at the entrance of the multi-
ring trap. The foils also served as a vacuum isolator between the low energy beam transport
(LEBT) and the MRT.
An example of the detected antiproton beam profile measured is shown in Fig. 19. In
spite of our efforts, the beam at the foil detector had a distribution of 1 cm FWHM even
at the best tuning conditions, which was 5–6 times larger than the design value. This we
believe is the reason for the low extraction efficiency from the trap.
2.4.2 Circumstantial evidences
So far, we have not yet identified the reason for the large beam spot size observed at the
entrance of the MRT, but there are the following circumstantial evidences which may relate
the low extraction efficiency to the (larger-than-expected) AD beam emittance and energy
spread.
• The deceleration efficiency of the RFQD was typically 25%, in contrast to 40% for
protons measured at tandem accelerator at Aarhus University. Lower efficiency for
antiprotons can be attributed to the wide energy spread of the antiproton beam from
the AD beyond the acceptance of the RFQD.
• We obtained slightly better results with long bunches of 200 ns where the beam emit-
tance is better, instead of short-bunches of 90 ns (2σ).
• The deceleration efficiency of the RFQD had a broad and weak dependence on the
phase tuning of the RFQ buncher, and the number of antiprotons captured in the 10-
keV potential after the degrader foil did not change sharply when the beam transport
energy was changed around 100 keV.
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Figure 19: Two-dimensional (X and Y) profiles of the 110 keV antiproton beam after the
RFQD, incident into the superconducting solenoid of the trap, were diagnosed by two multi-
wire secondary-electron emission detectors (profile 1 & 2) and the foil beam profile monitor
(profile 3). The signal strength from each wire or strip electrode of the detector is plotted
in arbitrary scales against the beam position shown in millimeter unit.
3 Stopping power measurements
The measurements with the ESA (electrostatic analyser) apparatus were continued in
2002 during 3 weeks (including setting-up). The apparatus consists of two ESA’s, one before
the target selecting a narrow energy slice of the beam from the RFQD, and one after the
target measuring the exit energy [37]. The main problem experienced in 2001 was the
strongly varying intensity from the AD from shot to shot [38], and this was cured from the
machine side from the start of 2002. In addition we had installed our own normalisation
counters for the run in 2002. This led to much nicer scanning profiles, and as a result much
more accurate determinations of stopping powers. An example of an exit-energy scan for
antiprotons traversing a 250 A aluminium foil is shown in Fig. 20.
In 2002 stopping powers of aluminium, nickel, gold and lithium fluoride were measured in
the energy range between 1 keV and 70 keV. As an example, we show in Fig. 21 the results for
aluminium. The much higher quality of the data is apparent, and more detailed comparisons
with theories are possible, e.g. with the free-electron gas model [39] and the binary stop-
ping theory [40]. The thickness of the aluminium foil is known roughly from the production
process, but a fine adjustment of the foil thickness has been made by scaling our measure-
ments with protons on the same foil to the recommended proton stopping power curve [41].
One issue in low-energy stopping is the applicability of the free-electron gas approximation,
which leads to a velocity-proportional stopping power. It has been established by our pre-
vious measurements [38], that this approximation is valid for metallic targets and carbon.
This is, however, not expected for insulator targets. We have investigated this question by
measurements of the stopping power of a large band-gap insulator, LiF. The preliminary
results are shown in Fig. 22. Although the velocity dependence can be extracted from the
data, and it is surprisingly close to being velocity-proportional, it is evident that there is
a problem with the thickness. A re-normalisation to the ICRU curve [41] is a possibility.
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Figure 20: Deflector-voltage scan for a 6-keV antiproton measurement on aluminium from
the 2002 run.
However, in this case we believe that our proton results are more accurate than the data on
which the ICRU-curve is based. Also the measurements from Linz [42] are at variance with
this ICRU curve. This problem will be addressed by alternative thickness determinations
than that from the production process. In addition, independent measurements in Linz and
in Aarhus on similar foils would be interesting.
4 Ionization apparatus
Aiming to measure ionization cross sections of various targets in the keV-energy region,
we have designed and constructed an apparatus where antiprotons with energies lower than
1 keV from the antiproton catching trap will be accelerated up to 20 keV at the entrance.
The apparatus consists of four chambers as shown in Fig. 23, which are separately evacuated.
Acceleration occurs at the potential gap between the GND chamber and the Collision
chamber. Antiprotons then collide with an effusive target gas (D, D2, He, Ne, Ar, Xe,
etc.). The created target ions are extracted through a flight tube onto a micro channelplate
detector (IONMCP), and the charge-to-mass ratio of the ions is identified by measuring their
time-of-flight. The projectile antiprotons are detected by another MCP (PROJMCP). See
Fig. 24 for details.
In Fig. 25 other components in the Collision chamber are shown. Effusive gases come
through a skimmer from the Source chamber, then pass through the collision centre and
enter into the Dump chamber for differential pumping.
The target thickness together with the detector efficiency is determined in advance by
a similar measurement using a keV electron beam and applying well-established electron
impact ionization cross sections. In this case the Faraday cup is used for the normalization
instead of PROJMCP.
Required densities of the order of 1010–1011/cm3 are obtained for He, Ne, Ar while keep-
ing the base pressure low enough for the detector operation and for the connection to the
19
























Figure 21: Measurements of the stopping
power of aluminium for protons and an-
tiprotons. The measurements performed
in 2002 are shown as squares; open squares
are for protons and filled for antipro-
tons. The full-drawn curve is a recom-
mended proton stopping power, and the























Figure 22: Measurements of the stopping
power of lithium fluoride. The 2002 mea-
surements are shown with triangles and
squares; the open triangles and squares
are for protons and the filled squares and
triangles are for antiprotons. The filled
and open circles are proton measurements
from [42]. The upper curve is a recom-
mended curve for protons [41], whereas
the lower curves are calculations for an-














Flight tube, IONMCP Faraday cup
PROJMCP
Figure 23: Schematic drawing of the ionization apparatus. The electron gun and the second
Einzel lens (EINZEL2) are on a linear feedthrough so that each of them can be on the
beam axis. The Faraday cup and the MCP for projectile antiprotons (PROJEMCP) are also
interchangeable.
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Figure 26: An Example of the TOF spectrum. Ne gas was introduced as a target.
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extraction beamline. Fig. 26 shows a TOF spectrum of Ne and residual gases. Pulsed elec-
tron beams (3 keV; approximately 30 ns width) were used and we can see that the isotopes of
Ne are clearly separated. Preparation of the atomic deutrium beam is in its final stage. The
density is yet to be measured, but the source is in operation. Construction of a flammable
gas handling system compatible with CERN safety regulation is underway.
In conclusion, the ionization apparatus is ready for measurements and awaits the further
development of the technique for extraction from the trap. In this respect, we need 106
extracted antiprotons per AD shot for measurements of the cross sections for single ionization
of atomic deuterium, a few times 105 per shot for D2, He, Ne and about 5× 104 for Ar, Xe.
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Part II
ASACUSA Plans for 2003
1 Search for long-lived pp atoms
In 2003, we will attempt to observe long-lived antiprotonic hydrogen (pp) atoms; these
are two-body Coulomb systems composed of a proton and antiproton. The measurements
will be made by decelerating antiprotons to energies T ∼ 30 keV using the RFQD and
achromatic beamline commissioned this year, and stopping them in an ultra-low density
hydrogen target. Theoretical calculations show that the pp atom should be initially formed
in states with n-values of around 25, and have mean lifetimes τ = 10–100 ns at the target
densities used here.
If the atoms are indeed formed in the expected n-region and have relatively long lifetimes,
it should be possible to carry out laser spectroscopy of the atom. Ultraviolet laser beams
at wavelengths of λ = 250–350 nm will be used to deexcite the antiprotons occuping the
n = 25 states, to states with n = 21. It is theoretically expected that the mean lifetime of
the pp would then decrease by about 10–20%, and that this can be detected as a change in
the shape of the delayed annihilation time spectrum. Such experiments will be attempted
next year, provided that long-lived pp atoms are successfully observed.
2 Spectroscopy of Antiprotonic Helium
2.1 Development for future two-photon laser spectroscopy exper-
iments
We intend to continue developmental work for future two-photon laser spectroscopy ex-
periments of pHe+ atoms. Although we do not expect that the experimental precision on
the transition frequencies (and thus the limit on any possible difference between the an-
tiproton and proton masses and charges) will be improved in 2003 due to the technological
difficulties involved, we hope to validate several experimental techniques needed for future
higher-precision experiments. As a first step, we will attempt two-photon laser spectroscopy
measurements using helium targets of much lower density compared to those used in 2002,
thus decreasing collisional broadening effects (see above). The measurement will be made
by using the RFQD to decelerate antiprotons to T = 60 keV, and stopping them in a helium
target at an atomic density of ρ ∼ 1017 cm−3. The pHe+ atoms are expected to form in
a much larger volume of helium gas (diameter d = 30 mm) compared to the experiments
made in 2002 (d ∼ 5 mm) so that larger laser powers would be needed to irradiate all the
atoms and induce the two-photon transition. Targets having specially-shaped laser mirrors
are now being designed, so that the pHe+ atoms will be irradiated efficiently by the lasers.
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2.2 Systematic studies of pHe2+ ions




ions using the RFQD, in
order to determine whether the anomalies observed in the delayed annihilation time spectrum
in 2002 (see above) was caused by long-lived ions. Many ionic states over a larger range of
n-values will be studied, as well as ions created after Auger emission from pHe+ states having
extremely short ( τ = 100-ps ) Auger lifetimes. To carry out these experiments, we plan to
develop new Cherenkov detectors with faster response speeds.
2.3 Measurements of the higher-lying states of pHe+ atoms
So far, all our laser spectroscopic studies involved pHe+ states having n-values less than
40. Although many more metastable states are predicted to exist in the n > 40 regions, they
have never been observed because no antiprotons seem to populate them. In 2003, we intend
to use the RFQD to produce pHe+ atoms in ultra-low density targets, where it is hoped that
these higher-lying states would retain their populations. An optical parametric amplifier
will be used to produce intense infrared laser beams, and study the higher-lying transitions.
These measurements and the physics motivation have already been fully described in the
ASACUSA proposal [43].
2.4 Systematic studies of quantum tunneling effects in collisions
with hydrogenic molecules
• Quenching of the state (38, 37) by deuterium at low temperatures were measured in
2002. We plan to repeat these measurements with hydrogen to reveal any isotope
effect.
• The model of Sauge and Valiron suggests that at low temperatures quenching is pre-
dominantly caused by quantum tunneling; at medium temperatures by quantum tun-
nelling and classical quenching by some of the ortho/para hydrogen/deuterium species;
at high temperatures by quantum tunneling and classical quenching by all the or-
tho/para hydrogen/deuterium species. To test this prediction, we need detailed data
in a broad temperature range. In 2002, quenching cross sections of the state (37, 34)
were measured with hydrogen and deuterium at 100 and 300 K; therefore in 2003 we
plan to make similar measurements at several temperatures around 25–75 K. (Quench-
ing cross sections of this state with hydrogen and deuterium were measured previously
at LEAR at 30 K but we need more temperature points.)
• We plan to make the same experiments with the state (39, 35) as with the state (37, 34)
to see how states with different (n, l) behave.
• Depending on the time available, we plan to investigate the temperature dependence
of as many other states as possible.
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2.5 Study of the hyperfine structure of antiprotonic helium
In 2001 we succeeded in the first measurement of microwave-induced hyperfine transitions
in the (n, L) = (37, 35) state of antiprotonic helium with a relative precision of 3×10−5 [44].
The values agree with recent theoretical calculations [45–47] on a level of 6 × 10−5, which
roughly corresponds to the estimated theoretical accuracy. The hyperfine structure (HFS)
of pHe+ is a consequence of the interaction of the magnetic moments of the electron and the
antiproton, and is very unique due to the large angular momentum ~Lp of the antiproton.
The experiment has fully confirmed the presence of a quadruplet structure originating from
the hyperfine coupling of ~Lp, the electron spin ~Se, and the antiproton spin ~Sp, as predicted
by Bakalov and Korobov [45] (cf. Fig. 27 (left)). Due to the large angular momentum of
the antiproton, the dominant splitting arises from the interaction of the electron spin ~Se and
the antiproton angular moment ~Lp. This leads to a doublet which we call hyperfine (HF)
splitting with ~F = ~Lp + ~Se. The interaction of the p spin magnetic moment with the other
magnetic moments splits each sublevel F+ and F− into a still finer doublet classified by the
total angular momentum ~J = ~F + ~Sp. We refer to this as superhyperfine (SHF) splitting.
The measured microwave resonance frequencies, ν+HF and ν
−
HF, are primarily sensitive to
the p orbital magnetic moment, and constitute a first measurement of the orbital g-factor for
either proton or antiproton with an accuracy of 6× 10−5. On the other hand, the splitting
between ν+HF and ν
−
HF is caused by the p spin magnetic moment ~µp which is currently known
with a precision of 0.3% [48]. The experimental error on ν+HF – ν
−
HF is much larger that the
precision on each frequency, yielding a value for ~µp with an error of 1.6%. The theoretical
precision for ν−HF– ν
+
HF is the same as for each value separately (5 × 10−5), so that no new
calculations are needed if the experimental precision could be improved. For that, it will be
necessary to reduce the experimental line width. The measured line width γexp = 5.3± 0.7
MHz is larger than the estimated experimental resolution of 1 MHz. This can come either
from collisions, the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field over the stopping distribution of p,
































Figure 27: Left: Schematic view of the HF and SHF splitting of a pHe+ state. Wavy lines
denote allowed magnetic transitions associated with an electron spin flip. Right: Microwave
scan showing clearly two resonance lines at the predicted frequencies. The width of the lines
of ∼ 5 MHz corresponds to 4× 10−4 of the central frequency.
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with magnetic quantum numbers m = −J . . . J each have different Rabi frequencies.
In 2001 we already measured at two different densities, but with the limited statistics, we
could not observe a significant dependence of the line width on the target density. Theoretical
calculations by Korenman [49] and Bakalov [50] agree that the shift of the line centres with
density is very small, but disagree on the collisional broadening at our densities. While
Bakalov predicts it to be or as small as 10 kHz [50], Korenman estimates that the shift can
be of the order of MHz [49]. In order to test this and to possible reduce the linewidth, we plan
to do systematic measurements at different densities with improved statistics. The current
data were taken within 5 shifts, and we plan to take 4 weeks of data in 2003. We will also
improve the absolute accuracy of our microwave frequency source below the current level of
(9± 2)× 10−6 by using an external 10 MHz reference signal with atomic clock precision that
is available at the AD.
3 Experiments using the ultra-slow antiproton beam
3.1 Improvement of the antiproton extraction efficiency from the
trap
As described in Part 1, we observed a large beam spot size at the entrance of the trap
electrodes, which we believe to be the reason for the low extraction efficiency. The most
important thing is to reduce the diameter of the incident beam into the trap, which is at the
moment 5–6 times the design value. We first need to diagnose the energy spread of the AD
beam after the kicker magnet in our extraction line. Measurement of the time structure of
microbunchs should give a direct information on the beam quality. It is also important to
understand whether the transverse emittance blows up in the RFQD, or it is already larger
than that measured in the AD ring. Therefore, in 2003, we plan to install additional beam
diagnostic devices along the ASACUSA beam line. We then continue our effort to compress
the antiproton cloud in the trap and to improve extraction efficiency.
3.2 Ionization measurements
There is a great interest in measurements of the single and multiple ionization cross
sections for impact of 1 - 20 keV antiprotons on light atoms. Especially, the single ionization
cross section for helium is attracting interest from several theoretical groups [51–53]. This
is because this system is the most simple and well defined case where electron-electron
correlation can be studied for dynamically evolving quantal systems. The cross section has
been measured down to 13 keV antiproton energy [54], but there is a substantial discrepancy
between the most recent theoretical calculations and the experimental data near the low-
energy range and also discrepancies among the various theoretical calculations. As reported
in the present ASACUSA progress report, the experimental apparatus is ready for these
measurements and awaits the development of improved techniques for the extraction of low
energy antiprotons from the ASACUSA Penning trap.
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